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About This Game

Tower Defense - Fantasy Legends Tower Game is a TD game where you defend your kingdom from evil orcs or night elf in an
epic hero battle!The epic story begins in the kingdom of fairy and golem infernal, the humans were invaded by orcs from

another dimension and you will have to protect the sentinel from the evil scourge which want to dominate the humans and take
over the human realm!

A new era of war has arrived. Tower defense masterpiece Tower Defense - Fantasy Legends Tower Game is sweeping the tower
defense world. By combining traditional tower defense game play with RPG elements and all new Battle Pets, Tower Defense -

Fantasy Legends Tower Game has created a fusion of strategies and a whole new kind of tower defense experience.

Mighty Heroes:
You can choose golem, champion or knight as your warrior and deploy them to the battlefield.

Fantastic Spells:
There are 7 fantastic spells for you. They can be good options no matter you want to destroy all enemies or just heal yourself.

Powerful Towers:
There are 4 basic towers which can be upgraded into premier towers. Different appearance, different functions and different

combinations all under your control!
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Epic Graphics:
All 30 levels are hand-drawn cartoon style and perfect for high definition screen. With numerous effects, we are going to

present you so many fierce war fields.

Features:
- Play 30 breathtaking tower defence levels

- Choose different tower Powers (Splash,Archer,Fire,Ice Slowing) to play with!
- Multiple difficulty levels (Easy, Hardcore)
- Upgrade your towers with unique abilities!

- 4 types of towers to choose from, you will adore this tower game!
- 3 unique Heroes to Choose From!

- Tower Defense - Fantasy Legends Tower Game is the newest strategy td based game!
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Publisher:
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tower defense - fantasy legends tower game

Fantastic game!. The port feels a tad lazy and I wish the Fullscreen VSync stuff wasn't quite so bad, but I think the gameplay
really makes up for it. Enjoyed the ♥♥♥♥ out of the first game on my old psp and am thrilled at being able to play it on my pc
with controller now.

Edit: So apparently I can no longer bind square on my controller for no reason. Also, why can't I use the d-pad and the analog
stick and not just one or the other?. Fun Dungeon Crawl game. Similar to Elder Sign, but with a Prgression mechacnic that
allows for imrpovements to characters.. Dead game, thats all i log on no games open no one playing it's dead. I really enjoyed
the brief tour. The sounds really add to the experience and made the atmosphere great. I really wish to see more exhibitions and
more educational games like this in general for Vive. This one will definitely be in my choise of things to show when doing
demos of Vive for friends.. Pros:
- dark, thrilling atmosphere
- atmospheric quotes
- interesting storyline
- it's quite fun to play
- it has it's moments

Cons:
- bugs
- dark screen
- too small letters to read
- the more you play, the more monotonic it becomes

If you like horror adventure games then it's worth trying but it's nothing special at all.
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Pretty good game. Made it to round 200 something fairly quickly. It does get way harder thoughout the rounds, so that's good..
me (spoiler)pinoy(/spoiler) me like. Multiplayer is closed ?. It's got airplanes.. First level is hard. Second level, okay, I somehow
got through that level. Third level, WTF. Seriously, what kind of sadistic devs are these? Why did they make this look like a
children's game. Fourth level, no way. There's no effing way anybody can get through this. After several deaths and much
perserverance, I get to the cheese. Fifth level ... looks at maze ... tries one time, then rage quits.

Okay so maybe rolling rat mode in classic levels is not for me. Let's try board tilt. First level .... how do you even? No way, rage
quit. Pin wheel? Ahhh... finally ... one easy level.

Warning: Don't even try first person view, you can't see anything.

Rating 5\/10. I hate my life now.. No. Just no. I bought it on sale for $23.00 and even that felt like I was ripped off. It doesn't
feel like a good game at all. Physics are scuffed, graphics seem unfinished, and a majority of the game just feels off. The street
racing aspect wasn't terrible, but I found everything else feeling unfinished and a poor attempt at a AAA title. Not worth $23.00,
and not even remotely close to being worth $79.99. 2\/10
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